
reflects light back onto 
plants - enhancing growth

stops evaporation of 
nutrient solution

KEEPs temperature stabLE IN 
nutrient solution AND SUBSTRATE

prevents risk of algae 
growth in open trays
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      Ideal for GROWING in open trays

FITS trays from 30” to 40” sq

FOR potS with a max diameter of 27”

Pot, tray and 
substrate not incl.
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PlantSkirt

AutoPot PlantSkirt is a light-tight, heat-reflective 
shield that protects nutrient solution and substrate 

from temperature fluctuation, algae and debris 
when growing in large open trays. 

Paired with an AQUAvalve it provides a 
solution for growing even the largest of plants 

with AutoPot Watering Systems.
Above: PlantSkirt should be used in conjunction with 30”-40” sq trays. 

AQUAvalve, AQUAvalve Cover, fittings, pipe, PotSock, pot, tray and substrate not incl.

Using PlantSkirt with and Garden Trays

Combine PlantSkirt with an AQUAvalve and Garden Tray 
to cultivate even the largest of plants with AutoPot!

Typically 
you will 
require:

AQUAvalve Garden tray 30”-40” sq AQUAvalve PotSock Solid or fabric pot

 (27” 
 ø max)

Substrate Reservoir of 
suitable size

PlantSkirt will fit trays
from 30” to 40” sq.
It accommodates a solid or 
fabric pot with a max diameter 
of 27”.

Position your pot centrally in
your tray.

Fill pot with medium and pot
up plants. Water through pot
and allow to drain.
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Place AQUAvalve 
PotSock onto the tray.

Place AQUAvalve and 
AQUAvalve Cover into the 
AQUAvalve PotSock.

Connect the AQUAvalve to
your water supply using 
6mm pipe.

The PlantSkirt is secured
around the middle of the pot
and the outer rim of the tray.

Secure in place with the
PlantSkirt’s drawstrings.

Once the drawstrings are
pulled tight the PlantSkirt
provides an effective seal
preventing light and debris
from entering the tray.
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AQUAvalve Cover

Multiple PlantSkirt modules such as this 
can be connected to a large reservoir

1/4” piping cut 
to rqd length
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